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Contact agent

Elevate Your Living ExperienceCrowning this urban gem is a communal rooftop garden sanctuary, a tranquil oasis inviting

you to escape the hustle and bustle of city life. Below, you'll discover SOHO Home & Commercial spaces, adding vitality to

the street level. Marque isn't just pet-friendly; it's family-friendly, offering a level of opulence that sets a new standard in

residential living.Timeless Elegance, Captivating SpacesStep inside Marque, and you'll be greeted by expansive glass walls

that invite natural light to dance through the interiors. These generous living spaces seamlessly blend style with

functionality, offering an inviting environment for both relaxation and entertainment. Engineered timber floors grace the

floors, infusing every room with a comforting warmth. LED downlights create an enchanting ambiance, making every

moment spent at Marque feel extraordinary.Tailor Your SanctuaryAt Marque, individuality reigns supreme. Choose from a

selection of lighter or darker color schemes to craft your personal haven. These versatile palettes provide the perfect

canvas for your unique decor preferences. Marvel at the sophisticated counter kitchens, adorned with exquisite

Caesarstone benchtops and splash backs, alongside top-of-the-line appliances. Your culinary creations will shine in this

culinary haven.A World of Culinary Delights at Your DoorstepMarque places you at the epicenter of a multicultural dining

paradise. Explore an array of global cuisines mere moments from your doorstep. Start your day with a cup of perfection

from a chic local café, savor leisurely lunches, indulge in delectable takeout, gather friends for sumptuous meals and

cocktails at Hotel Rockdale, or enjoy a waterfront dining experience at one of Brighton Le-Sands' renowned

restaurants.Marque is more than an address; it's an invitation to embrace a life where every moment exudes

sophistication and ease. Discover the pinnacle of modern living in Rockdale - Discover Marque.Call 1300 539 311 to

schedule an inspection.Display Address: 645 Princes Highway Rockdale NSW 2216Disclaimer: This information has been

obtained from our sources we deem to be reliable. We make no representation as to its accuracy. All images and

photographs are indicative only. We are merely passing the information on. Any interested parties should make their own

inquiries.


